
4/1/77 

Dear Karen, 

Sorry about the situation but you have no choice. But the willingness, as 
always, means much. 

Too bad. :you also lose your Sunrny's. But in the end it will help toward law school. 
As usual the clips are valuable and included what I did not see elsewhere, 
This may be true with the newest committee nuttiness. 

On deM my view is and has been that while he may have some kind of CIA association 
it: is not reprehensible but is normal economic-type intelligence; has no connection 
with the JFK assassination; and it was not possible for him to be any kind of so-called 

4 	"baby sitter." 
A 
AI dun t really think  that the CIA has improved upon native Haitian vocdno enough 

for t'eorge-to manipulate Lee over all those miles of water and so much of Texas. 

DeM had had to be xssfiAsse confined in a psychiatric ward. I understand there 
were several rerent attemets at suicide. 

Under these circumstances even the effort to interview could have triggered 
suicide. I think it did. 

The struggle is gettieg gtimmer in the spentro suit. netve not deposed Shaneyfelt -
and Callneler in addition the Frazier and Cunainglaar.l. They aro op owing further 

depositions and the judge is supeorting them We will not three more depositions and 
force them to a motion to et:ash and the judge to act on it. 

As Isom as we get the transcripts I'm going to start preparing an affidavit in the 
event it iE needed. Ibis will than serve as the basis for deposing me if the judge does 
not foreclose that I kind of hope he doer, but only because it gives us a better record 
an appeal. I'd rather be subject to cross-examination in all other aspects of making a 
record. In part this is becaute I agree pith xismore on the engine for establishing 
truth, cited in the appeals remand, in part because I believe when there is cross 
examination people have more basis for confidence in the record, 

It would cost more money, probably $3004400 in court-reporter charges alone. It 
would also save me preparation time. Jim could question me from an outline. 

Judging by the first two depositions it will probably be the end of next week by 
the time we have these tranacripe. I've annotated the first two already. 

Nothing else new. 

Again tha ke and best nlehes, 
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